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THE WEB OF CONNECTION BETWEEN 
THE SEEN AND THE UNSEEN

"There is a web of connections between 
visible events and visible measurable 
phenomena that we cannot see cannot 
measure--so our response has been to 
ignore this web in favor of what we can see 
and measure. The blind leading the 
blind. The drunk looking for his keys under 
a lamp post because the light is better 
there."--Peter Levenda Sinister Forces
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Don Bennett: “Rocket Scientist”
• ..."A good UFO investigator needs to develop the 

ability to see things from the other's point of view. 
Instead of setting up radio receivers with the 
assumption that all space communications must be via 
radio because that's the way we do it, why not study 
the cases of UFO encounters and learn how the UFO 
aliens communicate? If they communicate by some 
other means and always ignore radio, we can stop 
wasting our time and tap in to their means of 
communication. Then maybe they will pay attention, 
just as you would pay attention if the rats in your 
maze stood up and begun to speak English!" 
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A Definition of Orgone
According to Charles R. Kelley, Ph.D., one of the 
leading members of the Reichian 'movement’:

• Defines orgone as synonymous with libido, creative 
energy of the universe:

• It is the medium for electromagnetic and gravitational 
phenomena. 

• Matter is created from it…. matter arises from mass-
free orgone energy.

• It is responsible for life. Orgone energy is the life 
energy, and as such is responsible for the special 
characteristics which differentiate living from non-
living.

• Orgone = Kundalini (Eastern name for it)

(the above definition is taken from the article “What is Orgone Energy?”
located at:
http://www.orgone.org/articles/ax9kelley1a.htm

http://www.orgone.org/articles/ax9kelley1a.htm
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George 
Merkl

..”George Merkl knew of Orgone 
Energy and Reich. He knew of the 
works of Tesla and of the UFO 
researches of the Germans in 
WW2. 
George discovered what the 
Orgone wave is and the Life 
Wave..”—
From Steve Mills’ website:

• http://www.nuenergy.org/iw/2002/mills/mills.h
tm

• Primary discovery:  SCROLL 
WAVES. These waves are 
extremely small and can be likened 
to Aether or Zero-Point-Energy 
moving in continuous spiraling 
patterns.

http://www.nuenergy.org/iw/2002/mills/mills.htm
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Schwarzschild wormhole

Scientists are working on 
particle accelerators 
that are capable of 
opening up wormholes in 
space which could allow 
for time travel.

The ancient Sumerian 
Meru symbol - indicative 
of a stargate/opening or 
wormhole into other 
dimensions…
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Orgone = Kundalini Energy
Wilhelm Reich’s orgone energy 
(kundalini) is capable of powering UFOs 
and creating stargates for dimensional 
travel.
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Time Travel via Wormholes
The electromagnetic pulse set up at Montauk 
according to Al Bielek created a stargate 
using the ‘orgone’ energy (sexual = kundalini) 
of kids and teenagers.  
This realization was discovered and 
capitalized upon by the secret government in 
pursuit of time travel and opening 
stargates/wormholes into other 
dimensions…as referenced in the Montauk 
Project writings.
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Ships As Living Entities
Dolores Cannon’s interviews:  

• Channeled communications reveal that various 
entities say that their ships are biological or 
living entities (like themselves).

• Communicators say that the ET’s 
power the ships by linking up with 
them mentally... 
•A sophisticated projection of their 
orgone energy?
•Our own military is doing 
experiments with mind/machine 
dynamics…pilots are being taught to 
mentally fly planes.
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Mind/Machine Connection

• We are developing wheel chairs that can 
be manipulated via computer by their 
users 

• Above Black ..book about humans being 
trained by the military to communicate 
via computers with ET’s –according to 
Dan Sherman.  He eventually made 
contact mind to mind with an ET.
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BIO-MACHINES

• They Fly  --- mind INTERLOCKING 
WITH bio-machines

• We Fly  --- mind INTERLOCKING 
WITH machines

• Eventually our computers will be all be 
BIO-MACHINES
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Scalar Magnetics and UFO 
Shoot-downs

• Kundalini or orgone is the focal point for 
mind control and scalar weaponry when 
aimed at the populace.

• This same energy matrix may be targeted 
by our scalar weaponry when attempting to 
shoot down vehicles of any so-called off 
world 'enemies‘.
– Orgone Energy and weather manipulation and 

Trevor James Constable (book The Cosmic Pulse 
of Life).              
http://www.rainengineering.com

http://www.rainengineering.com/
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Mind Influences Matter

• Masaru Emoto’s pioneering research on 
how our mind/emotions influence water 
crystals:

• Love/thanks Hate/sickness

http://www.hado.net/happiness.html

http://www.hado.net/happiness.htm
http://www.hado.net/happiness.htm
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We are all yogis, christs, buddhas --

We ALL have the capacity to develop our
"biomind superpowers" (as Ingo Swann 
refers to it).  www.biomindsuperpowers.com

Facts about kundalini?
Those you can get online -- in books etc.

I am here to testify to the power of Kundalini
to transform the human biomind.

http://www.biomindsuperpowers.com
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"CLAD LIKE A KING
BUT NAKED AS A SNAKE" (Francois Villon)

= kundalini...the light body
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• Chakra is a 
Sanskrit word 
meaning 
wheel, or 
vortex

• seven energy 
centers
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7 Chakras

• Crown Chakra 
• Brow (3rd Eye) Chakra 
• Throat Chakra 
• Heart Chakra 
• Solar Plexus Chakra 
• Orange Chakra 
• Root or Base Chakra 
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15 Chakras from the 
Keylontic Dictionary

Based entirely upon the 
Guardian Alliance's 

Freedom Teachings and the 
work of Ashayana Deane
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A Long Line of Gurus…
• Gopi Krishna, is one in a long line of gurus and 

saints who achieved partial or full enlightenment.  
Others are:  Buddha, Christ, Mohammed, Moses, 
Lao Tzu, Gurdjieff and many others.  Some are 
known to history and many are not.  As Alan 
Watts said, “Cloud hidden, whereabouts 
unknown.”

• According to Gopi Krishna ..”there is a biological 
mechanism in the human body, known from ancient 
times in India as Kundalini, which is responsible for 
creativity, genius, psychic abilities, religious and 
mystical experiences, as well as some types of 
aberrant mental states. He asserted that 
ignorance of the workings of this evolutionary 
mechanism was the main reason for the present 
dangerous state of world.” (taken from his website)
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A definition of Enlightenment

Enlightenment: Wisdom, the 
understanding of the true nature of 
reality, and compassion for others; the 
final release of the soul from the cycle 
of rebirth. Also known as Nirvana.
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Why isn't Kundalini common knowledge?
Because it is the primary key to unlocking the secret of

transformation of the human,
kept hidden by a long occult 

tradition of yogis, mystics by intention…
And in the West
by the Illuminati

who have chosen to keep the 'keys to the kingdom’
out of reach of most of the world..
Science and scientists, doctors and

Western medicine
have all but ignored it completely

as if it were some imaginary condition
dreamt up by eastern yogis..
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Occult Knowledge
Hidden occult knowledge was hidden for 
a reason. It was/is that way so that the 
aspirant or neophyte had to grow and 
develop (prepare) in order to win the 
prize of truth.

But these are accelerated times and 
this process is speeding up. Esoteric 
knowledge is becoming more accessible 
because it is needed NOW.
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Altering your own DNA

Kundalini will allow us as a species to 
alter our own DNA and outfit us for 
survival and ascension in the coming 
dimensional shift and earth changes.
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RAISING THE 
KUNDALINI

• Kundalini is real.  When active, it moves like a
river  of light from a coiled position at the
base of your spine up through the 7 chakras and
above…

• You will feel it as a physical sensation as real
as any other

• Burns through impurities and removes blockages
from your system

• Purifies and refines the coarse physical body
until it glows and your light body becomes fully 
formed
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SUPERPOWERS
• Healing
• Psychic abilities
• Etheric sight
• Increased intelligence (use of your brain)
• Expanded awareness
• Enhanced sexuality
• Increased personal magnetism
• Bliss/Nirvana -- conscious connection with

the Source or One
• Increased stamina
• Longevity
• And more including Siddhis ‘supernatural powers’

spoken of in the Upanishads
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Those with Kundalini awakened and risen,
act as CATALYSTS:

they raise the vibrations wherever they 
go and with whoever they touch…

increasing the connections, focus and 
elevating the magnetism

KUNDALINI = LIGHT
ENERGY FLOW

POWER = self-mastery
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I have done it..
• At the age of 21,  I had a ‘God' or Oneness

experience
• .. A few years later, I chose to meditate daily

and consciously joined the chakras after 
years of studying Eastern and Western
philosophy,  occult literature (spiritual 
questing)

• This experience is ongoing and always growing
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Space Age Madonna
Drawn in a 
sort of 
trance-like 
state over a 
period of 24 
hours –
a take-off on 
Michelangelo’s 
Pieta
ET?
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Kundalini and Symbolism

• Crowns of Kings and Queens = symbolize the crown 
chakra is open indicating a person of ‘awakened 
kundalini’ = an enlightened one capable of 
LEADING…unfortunately few if any ‘kings and queens’
ever achieved this.
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HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT
• Learn How To Read The Symbols In 

Your World

• They Are Everywhere

• The Halos of Angels and Saints.. 

• Wings = flight = ascension = travel 
= going back to Unity with God
All travel is an illusion when 
time/space are One
All is One, All is God

• Everywhere you go there you are
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Jesus as serpent god…(Egyptian base 
relief)
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• Why does King 
Tut’s burial 
mask show the 
serpent 
coming out of 
the forehead?

• This tells us 
he was a fully 
enlightened 
being..

• Or they 
thought he 
was.
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KUNDALINI as Symbolized in Egyptian Art

• The heron watches over this Ark – the two-
headed serpent-ship -- with its “Stairway to 
Heaven”.

• The two headed serpent is the Kundalini..the 
snake..and the “ark” that will transport YOU 
to the next world..next dimension etc.  
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Kundalini ship from Book of the Dead

Egyptian image from 
the Book of the 
Dead.   Portrays the 
serpent ship riding 
on another serpent –
See the eyes..third 
eye chakra..and the 
ascension---
Journey into the 
nether world..via 
the kundalini energy
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Quetzalcoatl:  Plumed Serpent
Why is the 
Meso-American 
serpent god 
‘plumed’?  

It is 
symbolizing 
flight of the 
serpent = 
kundalini = 
power to 
ascend

Teotihuacán, the City of the Gods. Its two gigantic pyramid temples, 
dating from about the time of Christ…Toltec and later, Aztec god Quetzlcoatl.
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Serpent giving birth to man
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Serpent giving birth to man

• Egyptian and Cathar designs…
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Alien Encounter:  Serpent in 
Tetrahedron

..”The symbol on Qualar’s uniform in the 
1993 Tikaboo Valley incident looked like 
the helix serpent coiled around either a 
sphere or like the Cosmic Egg.”--from 
Bill Hamilton’s book Alien Magic

Symbol of kundalini?
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The Great Pyramid:  Symbol of 
Ascension

The Egyptians 
were well 
aware of 
Kundalini.  
The pyramids 
are a symbolic 
representation
of ascension 
from the 3rd to 
the 4th to the 
5th dimensions..
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KUNDALINI AND ASCENSION

Ascension – 2 ways
With the physical body & the 

light body
OR

Shed the physical body (shell) 
and take only the light body
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A note on Ascension
• This process is ongoing and could happen

at any time to any one, regardless
whether you believe these changes will 
culminate in a mass or group transition..

• You as a soul are ultimately seeking 
enlightenment...

• Activation of Kundalini is the beginning and 
will take you on the journey to that state 
of being.
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THE MAYANS SAY

“...by 2012
- we will have gone beyond technology as we know it.
- we will have gone beyond time and money. 
- we will have entered the fifth dimension after passing 

through the fourth dimension 
- Planet Earth and the Solar System will come into galactic 

synchronization with the rest of the Universe. 
- Our DNA will be "upgraded" (or reprogrammed) 

from the centre of our galaxy. (Hunab Ku)
- "Everybody on this planet is mutating. Some are more 

conscious of it than others. But everyone is doing it" –

Quoted from the ‘Extraterrestrial Earth Mission’. 
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2010-12 the dimension shift

• The change is going to be electro-magnetic

• Kundalini will be stimulated to rise in more 
and more people

• You can visualize the coming changes as
waves on the ocean

• Kundalini will be your boat --the energetic
ship that will allow you to transform
with grace and strength
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Milky Way Galaxy and the coming 
electro-magnetic wave

• Magnetic pole 
around the earth 
and crop circle 
showing the 
Shift?
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Documented Interplanetary Changes
• Sun: More activity since 1940 than in previous 1150 years, combined
• Mercury: Unexpected polar ice discovered, along with a surprisingly 

strong intrinsic magnetic field … for a supposedly “dead” planet
• Venus: 2500% increase in auroral brightness, and substantive global 

atmospheric changes in less than 30 years
• Earth: Substantial and obvious world-wide weather and geophysical 

changes
• Mars: “Global Warming,” huge storms, disappearance of polar icecaps 
• Jupiter: Over 200% increase in brightness of surrounding plasma clouds
• Saturn: Major decrease in equatorial jet stream velocities in only ~20 

years, accompanied by surprising surge of X-rays from equator
• Uranus: “Really big, big changes” in brightness, increased global cloud 

activity
• Neptune: 40% increase in atmospheric brightness 
• Pluto: 300% increase in atmospheric pressure, even as Pluto recedes 

farther from the Sun
– “None of these statistics are from “fringe” scientists; they are all very, 

very real, and what you have just read is only the proverbial “tip of the 
iceberg.”

• --taken from Richard Hoagland’s website: Interplanetary Day After 
Tomorrow – Paper by Richard Hoagland and David Wilcock

• http://www.enterprisemission.com/_articles/05-14-
2004_Interplanetary_Part_1/Interplanetary_1.htm

http://www.enterprisemission.com/_articles/05-14-2004_Interplanetary_Part_1/Interplanetary_1.htm
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STIMULATING THE RISE OF KUNDALINI
• Meditation
• Yoga or other exercise
• Music
• Nature
• Love
• Passion 
• Sun
• Sex
• Electromagnetic stimulation --man made or natural

(note see the Montauk Project books)
• Touch from another with activated Kundalini
• Certain foods; teas; herbs
• Water
• Crowds of people
• More…
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CAUTIONARY NOTE
• Kundalini is so powerful that consciously

raising it or accidental activation to one 
unprepared and/or unbalanced can lead to
madness, violence and even death.  Which
is another reason why this knowledge
has been kept from the masses.

• IT’S what the ET and secret government 
bioengineering is all about..preparing the
vessel.
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"To speak of mystery in terms of mystery,
is that not content?" --Kandinsky

YOU ARE THE KNOWER
Knowing comes from experience and having
taken that leap beyond faith or belief into the ABYSS.

The abyss as Castaneda and all great
Eastern teachers will tell you is where you
must go on your journey to arrive at KNOWING.

WITHOUT THAT LEAP you will never get there.
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JOURNEY OF CHOICE

Go..at your own pace. We will all get 
there (and beyond) in time..

It's Your JOURNEY..You chose it..so 
cherish it.
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Magick – the Practice

• ALL MATTER IS CONSCIOUS (AND PART 
OF THE DIVINE).

• To move matter you have only to project your 
consciousness into it with clear intention.

• This is Magick (we are all magicians).
• We are all shamans. Only some of us don't 

practice. Practicing shamans straddle two 
worlds, the seen and the unseen to bring back 
healing and truth to their people.
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The Heart is the Organ of 
Wisdom

• To see? Well the question comes HOW 
DEEP.

• Go to the essence.
• Seeing with the Heart is a skill and it grows in 

power along with the stimulation of Kundalini 
energy.

• In time, the human eye, becomes capable of 
seeing ETHERICALLY...where this dimension 
around us looses it's solid quality…it becomes 
more fluid.

• Thought must pass through the heart in order 
to come to truth.
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Love:    Kundalini practice

Love, in all its manifestations, is directly tied to
activating the kundalini (fire - shakti energy).
Romantic love has the affect of stimulating the
chakras simultaneously..increasing the chances
for the sleeping snake to rise, cleanse and
purify and lead to enlightenment.

You can think of love..as the exercise that
gives you the experience you need to
develop the self-mastery necessary to
maintain balance once the kundalini rises.
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TWIN 
FLAMES

• There is a 
correspondence in 
appearance.

• An uncommon bond
• A balance
• The time of co-

creativity is now..
and is symbolized by the 
SUN card in the tarot 
The sun = wholeness = 
two in one



I am a yogi, mystic, healer, world builder,
witch, magi, magus

You are a yogi, mystic, healer, world builder,
witch, magi, magus 

End

Hyperdimensional Plasma Ship 

by Jean-Luc Bozzoli
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